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Kimberly Bose
Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street NE
Washington DC 20426

RE: Schedule of Consultation and Timeline for Filing
Application for Amendment of License
Crown Hydropower, LLC
Crown Mill Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. 11175-024

Dear Ms. Bose:

Crown Hydropower, LLC (“Crown”) is submitting this schedule of
proposed consultation and timeline for filing an application for amendment of
license for the Crown Mill Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. 11175-024
(“Project”). This letter is in response to the April 15, 2013 letter from the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC” and “Commission”) requesting Crown to
provide a schedule of its proposed activities regarding completing development at
the Project.

Crown proposes the following schedule to develop and file an
application for amendment of license:
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Date Activity
June-September 2013  Consult with the Army Corps’ of Engineers (“Corps”) on all

issues presented by FERC in its April 2013 letter
 Perform any necessary study requested by the Corps

September-October
2013

 Send out draft license amendment application to all agencies
and interested stakeholders for consultation with a 30 day
response period

 Respond to any additional information requests by the agencies
and interested stakeholders (schedule may require revision if
there are any substantial studies requested)

 Revise application as appropriate after consultation
November –December
2013

File application for amendment of license with FERC with all
requested revised Exhibits

Crown’s goal is to complete this license amendment application in the
most expeditious way possible, while allowing the Corps’ and other agencies and
stakeholders the ability to comment and request additional information to be
included in the amendment application. Although Crown does not anticipate
substantial additional information or study needs, Crown understands that its
proposed schedule would require revision in the event of any substantial additional
information or study request. Crown will advise the Commission of any required
schedule changes at the conclusion of its consultation in October 2013. Crown
intends to file revised Exhibits A-G, with any required updated information from the
currently approved exhibits. Crown intends that with this license amendment
application, it will be able to address all the issues set forth by the Commission in its
April 2013 letter, including project effects to the Corps’ facility, project effects to the
historic properties in the area, site access issues, and any project effects to
aesthetics of Upper St. Anthony Falls. The proposed process will fully support the
ability of the Commission to review and adjudicate all aspects of the proposed
amended project within the purview of the Commission under Part I of the Federal
Power Act and consistent with its obligations under related federal statutes.

Crown is committed to the development of this Project, and believes
that filing an application for amendment of license will be an efficient and attentive
way to address all the agencies and stakeholders’ concerns regarding this Project,
while still meeting Crown’s particular business development needs. Crown
appreciates the efforts of the Commission in detailing the various aspects of the
amended Project proposal that require Crown’s particular attention in preparing the
application. Crown has been consulting with the Corps’ for a considerable period of
time and is confident that it can address all the issues set forth by the Commission in
its April 2013 letter and the attached Schedule A.
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Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any questions.

Sincerely,

Donald H. Clarke
Counsel to Crown Hydropower, LLC


